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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This report details the intention and subsequent expedition of three students to climb Alpamayo (5947m), an 

extreme altitude summit within the Cordillera Blanca range of Peru without the use of guides, porters or any 

external aid. The aim of the project was to prove that individuals with the appropriate training and experience 

available from the University of Warwick can successfully climb extreme altitude, technical summits, usually 

reserved for those who climb with IFMGA qualified guides and recognised trekking companies.   

 

The execution of the project takes the three students from their home in Warwickshire to Chamonix in the French 

Alps for a training sortie and pre-acclimatisation, then to the Cordillera Blanca mountain range in Northern Peru, 

South America. Several acclimatisation peaks were conquered before attacking the primary objective – “The 

World‟s Most Beautiful Mountain”: Alpamayo (5947m). 
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PROJECT INTRODUCTION AND OUTLINE 

As a pretext, any person who intends to take actions based on this report should heed the following statement 

from the British Mountaineering Council. They should also note that the authors, the Lord Rootes Memorial Fund 

and the University of Warwick shall not be responsible for any adverse situations arising from persons 

following any part of this expedition report. 

The British Mountaineering Council recognises that climbing and mountaineering are activities with a danger of 

personal injury or death. Participants in these activities should be aware of and accept these risks and be 

responsible for their own actions. 

 

What is the Report and it‟s intended audience  

This report details the proposal, planning and execution of a mountaineering expedition. In part, it fulfils a 

requirement to the Lord Rootes Memorial Fund (LMRF) for receipt of the final part of the funding. However, 

more importantly, it serves as a historical record of expedition and a practical reference for those seeking 

information on conducting a similar excursion. The report covers all aspects of the expedition including 

detailed technical, financial and logistical information and physical and psychological effects. 

The intended audience, aside from the LRMF board of trustees, are members of the main mountain related 

clubs, namely Warwick University Climbing Club (WUCC) and Warwick Mountains (WM). This project is 

primarily aimed to provide inspiration and confidence that a Warwick bred mountaineer can indeed climb 

some of the highest and hardest peaks in the world. 

 

Aims of the Project  

In January 2011, on return from a Warwick Mountains Scottish winter trip, the three team members 

separately had the intention of applying to the LRMF for an expedition related project. On discussion it was 

decided that the members should join forces. From then, Tom, Chris and Tim became „Team Focus‟. 

The collective project aim initially was simple: to conduct a traditional British mountaineering expedition to 

somewhere out of our comfort zone. This would entail climbing somewhere higher, technically harder and more 

remote than any of us had previously. These ideas led to the aims of our expedition. 
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Primary aims 

 To summit Nevado Alpamayo(5947m) in the Cordillera Blanca, Peru. 

 To prove that individuals with the appropriate training and experience available from the University 

of Warwick can successfully climb extreme altitude technical summits, usually reserved only for those 

led by qualified guides and recognised trekking companies.  

 To surmount extreme altitude summits in a modern fast and light alpine style rather than relying on 

traditional and somewhat outdated siege tactics. 

 To inspire confidence and motivation for individuals to take up challenges of this nature. 

Secondary aims 

 To document the physical and psychological challenges experienced by the team attempting to 

achieve their objective at high altitudes and in the wilderness. 

 To comment upon their first experience of travelling in a third world country. 

 To explore and document for reference, the extent of climbing available in the Cordillera Blanca 

region. 

Where did the aims come from 

Climbing and mountaineering are activities dating from the 1800s where technology, scientific curiosity and 

healthy competition provided the motivation to reach some of the highest points on Earth. During the Golden 

Age of alpinism (1854-1865), most of the dominant peaks in the Alps were conquered, many by British 

climbers, despite their distance from the Alps, including the likes of Edward Whymper and physicist John 

Tyndall. During the 1900s, more technically challenging routes all over the Alps were ticked off, one of the 

most prominent, the Eiger North Face, successfully climbed in 1938. At this time, mountaineers travelled around 

the world to the Greater Ranges in order to climb the highest mountains. Despite being attempted from the 

late 1800s, Everest only succumbed to Hilary and Tensing in 1953. 

Since then mountaineering activities have evolved greatly, with the continual improvement of climbing 

technology, global transport and disposable income, climbing is no longer a sport of the scientists, explorers 

and the affluent. Many people have the ability and resources to climb some of the classic high summits of the 

world. As a result, a huge market in climbing expeditions, guiding, training, indoor climbing walls and technical 

equipment has developed in the last 20 years. 

Particularly in the high altitude and technical mountaineering sector, many modern climbers rely on services 

such as guides and trekking companies. It is possible this is due to factors such as increased disposable income, 

reduced free time and an improved chance of summiting compared to a solo expedition. However, this can 
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have the effect of reducing the basic skill level among climbers as the technical skills are limited to those few 

who lead others. 

We can therefore assume there are two types of future climber, the professional guide and the paying client. 

Unhappy with this evolution of the sport, we aim to bring back the self-reliance and „psyche‟ for amateur 

climbers to climb the classic summits of the world unaided, while maintaining the necessary competencies to do 

so safely. 

 

Choice of Venue 

Since we were already familiar with the highest regions of the Alps, we looked to the greater ranges for a 

technical, high altitude summit. The obvious choice was the Andes, being the highest mountain range outside of 

Asia and seen as the precursor to the Himalayas.  

The Andes is the longest continental mountain range in the world at over 7000km in length reaching from 

Venezuela to Argentina. The huge variation in latitude across the continent results in a variety of climates at 

any one point in the year. As such, our expedition window of August was best suited to the central and 

northern Andes. Taking into account political unrest, climbing development, disease prevalence and 

accessibility, Peru seemed an obvious choice. 

Upon researching mountaineering in Peru, the Cordillera Blanca mountain sector in the west of the country rose 

to over 6700m and also boasted the „World‟s Most Beautiful Mountain‟ – Alpamayo (5947m). The location 

and route to summit the mountain fitted well within our project remit.   
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Introduction to Alpamayo 

Nevado Alpamayo is a steep peak situated in the centre of the Santa Cruz Massif in the Northern Cordillera 

Blanca. Rising to a height of 5947m, it forms an apex of an almost perfect pyramid with an average angle of 

60°. It is these features that earned it the title of the 'World‟s Most Beautiful Mountain‟ in a German climbing 

magazine in 1966. 

The summit was first gained by a German team via the North Ridge in 1957. In 1975, Casimiro Ferrari and 

his Italian team took one the left runnels on the SW face thereby opening the Ferrari route, which has become 

the normal route for the mountain. Each of the runnels has been climbed successfully, the most prominent route 

being the French Direct taking a steep direct line to the summit. 

In terms of difficulty, the North ridge (red) goes at Difficile (D), but is seldom climbed in recent times owing to 

the reduced objective dangers on the SW face. The Ferrari route (green) goes at Assez Difficile/Difficile 

(AD/D), and provides the easiest line to the ridge, a further traverse at a grade of Difficile/Tres Difficle 

(D/TD) is then required to reach the summit. Therefore most people are content with gaining the ridge. The 

French direct (blue) takes a line at D/TD owing to several pitches of near vertical ice at the top of the climb, 

however it does reach the true summit.  

 

Nevado Alpamayo South Face, the coloured lines represent the climbing routes. 

 

Alpamayo can be accessed via two trekking routes which run close to the mountain base camps. The Santa 

Cruz trail to the south of the mountain starts from Cashapampa and follows the valley bottom before 
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branching off to the north to the Alpamayo base camp. After which there are two futher camps, a moraine 

camp at 5000m and a col camp at 5600m – where the above photo is taken. It is from this col camp that 

most climbers start their final ascent of Alpamayo. According to expedition logs and guidebooks, it takes 

approximately 3 days to get to the col camp from Cashapampa, one day to summit, then a further 2 days for 

the return journey. 

 

Schematic map of the Northern Cordillera Blanca. Solid red lines represent roads, dotted red lines represent walking trails. The Andes, a Climbers guide, 

J.Biggar 
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PHASE I – PLANNING  

Following project approval, planning took the form of fortnightly meetings where the team would meet and 

delegate tasks. Our main priority was to book the flights which would only get more expensive closer to the 

departure date. Online itineraries and guidebooks pointed towards a two to three week time period 

necessary to achieve the aims of the expedition. Factoring in our own organisation and familiarisation of the 

region, we decided 4 weeks would be a reasonable time. 

In order to operate effectively as a team, taking into account that we had never climbed together as a three 

before, it was decided that a practice expedition was necessary. As a result we decided to schedule a 2 

week trip to Chamonix in the French Alps. This would give us an essential chance to develop our Alpine skills 

while in a more controlled environment, as well as to test our equipment, procedures and climbing ability as a 

team. 

With this in mind, we found the most cost-effective flights to Peru departing around 1st August and returning 

1st September. Chris and Tim finished their degrees around the 1st July, and would graduate on 18th July. 

After which the Eurolines coach was booked for the three of us leaving 1st July and returning 16th July. 

Once the flights and coach tickets were booked, we set about organising the Alpine training mission and main 

expedition to Peru. 

Planning for Alpine Training Mission to Chamonix, French Alps  

Each having been to Chamonix before on several occasions, we understood that very little planning was 

required as we knew the accommodation and logistics. In addition, it is difficult to plan an exact itinerary 

owing to the extremely variable weather and mountain conditions. However we did have some ideas of 

routes which would be of great benefit in our preparation for Alpamayo. 

All that was required for the training mission was to purchase coach transport to Chamonix as well as 

additional technical mountain hardware and mountain clothes.   

 

Planning for Main Expedition to Alpamayo, Peru  

Much of the planning for the main expedition involved research of the mountains, towns and transport links to 

enable us to mobilise quickly, using the limited time we had. As such many hours were spent on forums and 

guiding webpages collecting information. One of the most useful sources was John Biggar‟s guidebook: Andes 

A Guide for Climbers (ISBN 0-9536087-2-7) detailing mountains, routes, logistics and towns. In addition Tom 

had gained valuable information including maps and viable acclimatisation routes from John Moxham MIC, a 
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welsh mountain instructor. Utilising this information we managed to book and pay for our coach transfer from 

Lima international Airport to Huaraz through Movil tours, a reliable and quality service, 

www.moviltours.com.pe. We also booked our first couple of night‟s accommodation in Huaraz using 

www.hostelbookers.com. The choice of hostel based on web reviews.  

Despite planning on travelling to a largely disease free zone, several sources of advice recommended a 

series of vaccinations. After consultations with a nurse, all three of us received a series of vaccinations 

including Hepatitis A & B (Twinrix), typhoid and yellow fever. Tim opted for the Rabies vaccine, the idea 

being that he would be responsible for fending off wild animals.  

The native languages of Peru are Spanish and Quechua and with none of us able to speak either, we took it 

upon ourselves to learn the rudiments of Spanish in the weeks leading up to the departure.  

We already owned or had purchased the vast majority of kit required for the expedition apart from several 

key items.  

 A lightweight high mountain performance three man tent – This was borrowed from a good friend 

 Pair of half-ropes at least 50m in length – Borrowed from the Bear Rock climbing wall manager 

For climbing, skiing and mountaineering in Europe, the three of us are covered by the insurance offered by 

being a member of the Austrian Alpine Club (OeAV). This covers mountain rescue and medical expenses during 

mountain related activities. However it wasn‟t comprehensive enough for travelling in South America. 

Therefore we purchased highly reputed expedition insurance from the British Mountaineering Council (BMC). 

Judging by what we used (and importantly did not use) on the Chamonix practise trip, we optimised our kit 

list. This mainly involved stripping kit down to the essentials to save weight. Our research suggested that 

buying mountain food supplies was more difficult in Peru, dried lightweight foodstuffs were allegedly hard to 

find. As such we packed large quantities of dried mashed potato, porridge, sweets, teabags and „cup „a‟ 

soup‟. However it‟s worth noting that these supplies are indeed available in Huaraz, albeit at a relatively 

inflated price.  

In the European Alps, the altitude and prevalence of camping gaz permits the use of lightweight gas canister 

stoves. However above 4000m and in cold conditions, camping gaz is less than ideal. In addition, obtaining 

gas canisters in Huaraz is difficult and very expensive. Therefore, Tom invested in a MSR Whisperlite multifuel 

stove which has the ability to operate at extreme altitude, using a variety of fuels. 
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PHASE II – TRAINING MISSION TO CHAMONIX, FRENCH ALPS 

Introduction to Chamonix training mission 

Chamonix-Mont-Blanc is home to the Mont Blanc massif and hence some of the highest summits in Europe. The 

town has been one of the historic hubs of winter sports in the Alps since the 1800s, from where it is possible to 

utilise walking trails and telepheriques to access the mountains. It is in Chamonix and the surrounding valleys 

that we based our climbing operations for the two weeks in July, during which we tackled a variety of 

challenging routes over rock, snow and ice. Generally we tried to avoid using lifts whenever possible for 

fitness and financial reasons.   

 

   

Left: Route Schematic depicting the approximate coach journey from London to Chamonix. Right top: Tim next to one of the Eurolines coaches at Paris, 

Team Focus assembled at London Victoria coach station. Right lower: Eurolines coaches logo – service an extensive coach network around Europe. 

After having met at midday on Friday 1st July, we arrived in Chamonix on Saturday morning. After checking 

conditions, we took a short bus ride to the campsite at Les Chosalets near Argentière, 20 minutes north of 

Chamonix. 

We then set up base camp before immediately packing our bags to head off and make the most of the 

predicted good weather. From Le Tour, we walked up to the Albert Premier Hut on the edge of the Tour 

glacier, setting the precedent for not taking the lifts as most teams do. We achieved this approach walk, 

1300m height gain, with full bivouac (bivi) kit, ice climbing and rock gear in 3hours and 20mins compared to 

the guidebook time for leisure walkers of 3 hours 30mins.  
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We bivouacked 100m north of the Albert Premier Hut, on a flat rock platform. After checking conditions at 

the hut, we got an early night in preparation for the Alpine start. 

 

Journal Entry from Tim Slater 

“We awoke at 0100 to tackle the Migot Spur on L‟Aiguille du Chardonnet with a peak height of 3824m. We 

crossed the glacier to the base of the route under starlight. The route was magnificent, combining a short snow 

climb over the bergschrund, a rock/ice (mixed) chimney and then an energy-sapping snow slope, especially 

considering our lack of acclimatisation. At the top of the chimney, a spray of powder shot over the top of us 

followed quickly by a scream. One of the Germans ahead of us had taken a fall, coming to a stop just above 

the chimney, fortunately held by one of 2 pieces of gear he had placed. 

 

Left: Late afternoon shot of the Chardonnet. The Migot Spur takes the centre rock rib and the snow slope to the left. Top right: sunrise around 5.30am 

from the Migot Spur route. Lower Right: Chris and Tim on the cramped summit of the Chardonnet. 

 

The descent of the route was epic, with lots of teams simultaneously trying to abseil down a series of pitches 

containing a lot of loose rock. Tom had to dodge one rock with a quick sideways traverse. We arrived back 

at the bivi after an exhausting 12 hours. We cooked dinner and spent another night at the moraine. 
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Technical Data: Le Chardonnet 

Start Time 2am From Albert Premier Bivouac (2702m) 

Time Taken 7hrs To Le Chardonnet Summit (3824m) 

Altitude gain 1122m Total Time 12hrs to Albert Premier Bivouac 

Route Migot Spur (D-) 

Weather Excellent,  no cloud cover, very warm 

Notes  Slow time owing to non acclimatisation + crowded descent line 

 

The pace of the rest of the trip was established the next morning when Chris persuaded us out of our warm 

sleeping bags to go and climb the „Roc de Tableau‟, in spite of the tiredness from the Migot Spur. 

                                                                  

Top Right:  Tim belaying Chris on the classic Table Top mantle – the defining feature of Table du Roc. Lower Left: Tim and Chris traversing the ridge 

towards the true summit, Tour glacier visible in the backdrop. Right: Chris leading the initial loose pitches of the Table du Roc. 
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We moved together over the loose rock of the Aiguille du Tour, the leader occasionally throwing off a loose 

chunk of rock. After a few 100m of ascent, getting only a little lost, we reached the table: a huge flat piece 

of rock which we had to belly flop onto. At this point we discovered that the guidebook time only led us to this 

point, from where we had to traverse a spiky ridge for another hour and a half to get to the summit of the 

Aiguille du Tour from where we could descend as the ominous clouds started to gather. Back at the hut after 

another 12 hour day, we slept on the benches in the afternoon sun before heading down to the valley for 

some good food and the comfort of a tent. 

Technical Data: Tableau de Roc 

Start Time 5.15am From Albert Premier Bivouac (2702m) 

Time Taken 7hrs 15mins To Aiguille de Tour summit (3544m) 

Altitude gain 842m Total Time 12hrs to Albert Premier Bivouac 

Route Tableau de Roc (PD, IV) 

Weather Excellent to start, cumulus and cumulonimbus clouds forming by 11am, rained at 5pm 

Notes  Initial pitches very loose 

 

 

Panoramic of the Mont Blanc Massif from the Aiguilles Rouges – La Flegere telepherique station 

It was Tuesday now, we had planned a rest day but a discussion with some friends in the valley saw us 

walking up to bivi in the abandoned lift station near L‟Index in the Aiguille Rouges giving glorious views across 

the Mt. Blanc Massif. After a leisurely start at sunrise, we soon got on our choice of route on the Aiguille de la 

Perseverance. Again, clouds appeared on the horizon threatening rain and we hurried up pitch after pitch, 

wandering up the ever narrowing ridge line until we got to the top. An abseil descent down a scree filled 

gully proved the quickest from of descent. 
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Left: Chris leading the technical crux pitch on the South Ridge IV+. Top Right: On the summit of Aiguille de la Perseverance. Lower Right: Tim taking in the 

steep line on the simultaneous ascent 

 

Technical Data: Aiguille de Perserverance 

Start Time 5.35am From L‟index Lift Station Bivouac (2495m) 

Time Taken 5hrs To Aiguille de Perserverance summit (2901m) 

Altitude gain 406m Total Time 10hrs to Argentière village on foot (1080m) 

Route South Ridge (IV+) 

Weather Mostly fine at first, deteriorated to heavy cloud and spotting by 11am, showers at 8pm 

Notes  Made approach and ascent in good time – under par 

 

The next day we rested in the valley, trawling through the guidebook before settling on the Messner Route on 

the Aiguille d‟Argentière as our next objective. The following day saw us lost in the Glacier d‟Argentière 

amongst a mass of crevasses. We spent an hour there trying to find a way through the maze, traversing the 
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whole width of the glacier twice. At this point it was unanimously decided on the way back we would stick to 

the rock rather than the ice.  

 

Panoramic of the entire Argentière Glacier from the Northern Flank. Far left is the snout leading to the Chamonix valley.  

We reached the Argentière Hut and went past it to a bivi site. A few planks of wood in a cave appeared to 

be a bivi for one until it started raining at which point it miraculously became big enough for 3. Awaking at 

0100, we looked around at the weather before deciding to go back to sleep. A justified decision when as we 

were waking in the morning an English team were returning having attempted the Fleche Rousse, quoting 

horrible weather and slushy conditions. It had at least been entertaining watching avalanches tumbling down 

the classic routes on the N face of Les Droites. 

After a day in the valley, we took a ski lift up to the Aiguille du Midi which saved us a two day walk in. After 

negotiating the snow ridge out of the lift station (a knife edge dropping 300m to the glacier on one side and 

3000m to Chamonix on the other side), we established a base camp on the Col du Midi digging our tent into 

a convenient pit someone else had left. Previous experience had taught us of the strong winds on the glacier 

easily capable of blowing tents away.  
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Left: Tom de-roping after a speed ascent of the Cosmiques Arête. Centre Top: View over the Plan de Midi. Centre Lower: Tent dug in on the Plan de Midi. 

Right: Tim re-enforcing the dug out with the Midi telepherique station clearly visible in the background. 

 

With the tent dug in, Chris and I prepared to enjoy the remaining afternoon sun and generally relax, before 

Tom decided that a quick evening ascent of Cosmiques Arête was required, I was convinced he was joking.  

We geared up, carrying no bags, before moving quickly up interesting mixed climbing along the ridge as 

some clouds began to roll in. 200m from the end we heard thunder, not a pleasant sound when you are the 

highest point around exposed on a ridge. On the viewing platform of the ski station that is the end of the 

route, we couldn‟t get the door open. We were stuck on a metal platform in the middle of an Alpine 

thunderstorm. After some further frantic examinations, we managed to lever the bolt across with an axe and 

open the door. A few minutes later the crack of a lightning strike was heard outside. We continued through 

the station and back down the snow arête to the security of our tent.  

Technical Data: Aiguille de Midi 

Start Time ~4pm From Plan de Midi glacier camp (3550m) 

Time Taken 1hr 5min To Aiguille de Midi summit (3842m) 

Altitude gain 292m Total Time 1hr 42min return to Plan de Midi glacier camp 

Route Cosmiques Arête (AD) 

Weather Nice clear start, deterioarated to thunderstorm and hail above 3000m, settled by dusk 

Notes  Speed ascent – very respectable with 3 on a line 
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A relatively late start and we were at the base of the 200m Chere Couloir, which provided a fine training 

opportunity for Alpamayo. The ice was good and the belays were well equipped. After these 200m, we 

continued up another 200m, the quality of the ice deteriorating, until we hit the snow slopes of Mt. Blanc du 

Tacul. 

  

Left: Tim about to start a steep section on the Chere Couloir. Right Top: Tim and Chris both surmounting a steep section. Right Lower: Tim belaying at the 

top of the couloir, prior to the final snow domes to the summit. 

We summited and made it back to the tent in fairly good time. Tim was exhausted and decided to stay at 

base camp whilst Chris and Tom rested for a couple of hours before setting off for the Kuffner Ridge.” 

Technical Data: Mont Blanc du Tacul 

Start Time 5.30am From Plan de Midi glacier camp (3550m) 

Time Taken 6hrs To Mont Blanc du Tacul summit (4248m) 

Altitude gain 698m Total Time 7hrs 30mins to Plan de Midi glacier camp 
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Route Chere Couloir (D) 

Weather Fine and dry all day, no cloud cover 

Notes  Pitched steep sections, returned to simul once out of couloir 

 

Journal Entry by Tom Skelhon 

“After returning from the Tacul, on hearing that the weather would be good for another day, the Kuffner 

Route (D) leading to the top of Mont Maudit seemed like a good option. The start of the route was several 

kilometres south of our location at the Col de Fourche bivouac hut, an arduous approach across the sun baked 

mushy glacier at this time after an already tiring day. After sleeping on the floor owing to no bed space, 

Chris and I began the route at 5am. There was no need for headtorches as the morning light had illuminated 

the peaks in the golden sunrise glow. We made rapid progress across the ridge, catching up and overtaking 

several parties that left considerably before us. However, on the latter stages of the route, mixed ice and 

rock terrain began to slow us down after the intensity of the last few days. After gaining the final snow ridge 

we chose to press on and reach the cap of Mont Maudit – the second highest peak in the massif. A further 

hour and a half later we arrived back at the camp absolutely exhausted.” 

  

Left: Chris looking on whilst on the Frontier Ridge at first light. Right: Closing in on another team circumnavigating a massive rognon. 

Technical Data: Mont Maudit 

Start Time 5.30am From Col de Fourche Bivouac hut (3682m) 

Time Taken 5hrs To Mont Maudit summit (4465m) 

Altitude gain 783m Total Time 6hrs 30mins to Plan de Midi glacier camp 

Route Frontier Ridge voie Kuffner (D) 
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Weather Fine and calm start, low level cloud (inversion), gusty from mid morning, rain from 6pm 

Notes  Very good time, long walk from Midi Plan to Col de Fourche (2 hrs 30mins) 

 

Journal Entry by Tim Slater 

“Whilst they were away I rested and spent the time securing people‟s tents before they blew away. Upon the 

return of Chris and Tom, the tent was packed up and a slog up the Midi Arête ensued amongst a train of 

similarly exhausted climbing teams. 

We hit the valley floor, stumbled onto the bus that took us to the campsite. The forecast dictated a rest day; it 

rained all day with an impressive intensity. We decided on the route for the next day, (Thursday) the Cordier 

Pillar. Another approach with big bags, which we justified as good training for the expedition to Peru. After 

we left the treeline we entered cloud, visibility was low and navigating our way to the bivi was difficult. 

Arriving at the bivi we were disheartened, Welsh drizzle had crept into the Chamonix valley. The route would 

not be dry the following day. We considered turning back, the lure of valley comforts drawing us in, but we 

decided to stay in case we could do something and made a shelter under my tarpaulin. 

  

Left: The Cordier Pillar bivouac in clearing weather. Right: The Grand Charmoz with the Cordier Pillar taking a central line. All routes to the Grand Charmoz 

having to cross the notorious Nantillons Glacier. 

We decided to attempt an easier route, one we could do even if it was damp. After gearing up, we moved 

as quickly as we could across the first 300m across the glacier, as we had heard it was like a „bowling alley‟. 

Then followed a scramble up a rocky spur and then another glacier crossing below some seracs before 

reaching the bottom of the route. Some difficult route finding led to some cracks, one of which required 
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forcing your body into the crack before shuffling up scraping yourself against the coarse Alpine granite. 

Seeing that we were still a long way from the top as it was getting late in the afternoon due to our late start, 

we turned around. A series of abseils ensued, during which the ropes got stuck on a couple of occasions, at 

which one of Chris or Tom climbed back up to get it. Moving quickly back across the glacier the only event 

was my foot disappearing through a snow bridge, through which I could see the chasm below: a „magical 

moment‟.  

Technical Data: Grand Charmoz 

Start Time 11am! From Grand Charmoz bivouac (2525m) 

Time Taken 5hrs To 3300m en route - DNF 

Altitude gain 775m Total Time 8hrs 30mins to Grand Charmoz bivouac (2525m) 

Route South West route (AD+) – went off-line 

Weather Bad weather cleared by morning, cold night 

Notes  Started late owing to weather, went off-line, ran out of time, backed off 

 

We had to catch the bus at 2100 (or I would miss graduation) the next day so there was no room for an epic. 

We went for a rock route on the Red Pillar. It was delightful climbing on excellent rock up chimneys and 

delicate slabs before reaching an abseil station to descend. 

Technical Data: Aiguille de Blatiere 

Start Time 6am From Grand Charmoz bivouac (2525m) 

Time Taken 3hrs To Aiguille de Blatiere - Red Pillar (~3400m) 

Altitude gain 875m Total Time 7hrs 30mins to Chamonix town centre on foot (1030m) 

Route Nabot Leon rock route (V/V+) 

Weather Fine and dry all day, some drizzle in late afternoon 

Notes  Simul climbed the whole rock route 

 

We walked back down to the valley, reminiscing on our fortnight of Alpine adventures and getting excited 

about Peru. Midnight Express awaited us in Chamonix, the best burgers I have ever had by some way. We 

then returned to England after being driven around Paris bus station a few times and finally entering it via the 

exit. 
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PHASE III – MAIN EXPEDITION TO CORDILLERA BLANCA, PERU 

Introduction to the Main Expedition  

Nevado Alpamayo is situated in the centre of the Northern Cordillera Blanca in the Ancash region of north 

western Peru. This mountain range encompasses over 33 peaks, 16 of which are over 6000m in height. The 

principle settlement of the region is the „city‟ of Huaraz, a popular base-town for mountaineers and backpackers 

with excellent transport links across the Ancash region and to Lima. For our team with limited knowledge of the 

region, this is the ideal town to assign as a base, gather information and obtain easy transport into the Huascaran 

National Park. A well established road transport network of collectivos, buses and taxis service the towns along 

the route as well as the foothill villages reached via dirt roads. This is a result of very few locals owning their own 

cars hence relying on private sector public transport. 

 

 

The Huascaran National Park, founded in 1975 covers most of the Cordillera Blanca range, named after Peru‟s 

highest mountain which dominates the range. The park is separated into a series of valleys. Gaining entry to the 

park is accomplished by following the major road north (or south) from Huaraz, before heading due east into the 

chosen valley. A balance between the relatively new tourism trade that benefits the region and the unspoiled 

nature of the park is of importance. As such there is a National Park Authority who control the affairs of the park, 

along with approving access and guiding services in the Park. The upkeep of this infrastructure is financed by a 

very modest charge to tourists.  

Once settled in the town, our plan was to gather information about local guiding itineraries for similar 

expeditions and to gain local information on the conditions in the mountains. From this, we would devise our own 

itinerary, keeping Huaraz as our base to rest, resupply and obtain the latest mountain information. 
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Journal Entry by Tim Slater 

Arrival in Peru - Wednesday 27 th July - Friday 29 th July 

“We were up at 0500 and a two hour drive to the airport. London to Miami, then on to Lima. Our first night 

in Peru was spent in Lima‟s Jorge Chávex International Airport. What immediately struck us was the contrast 

between inside and outside the airport, maintained by security guards on the doors. Our first experience of 

Peruvian driving was taking a taxi to the coach terminal, the rules as I could make them out were:  

 Drive on the right. 

 Try not to stop. 

 Go as fast as you can all the time. 

 Beep your horn generously. 

It was an eye opening experience, but we arrived safely at the coach terminal, which was again guarded. 

The coach journey was a long one HOW LONG WAS THE JOURNEY. Travelling for the first few minutes in the 

city, we could see huge shanty towns up on the hills of mud surrounding us. As we left Lima the deep blue of 

the Pacific rose to greet us on the horizon, before the land turned to dusty plains.  

Eventually, we began to climb, winding up through the valleys we gained our first glimpse of the snow-tipped 

peaks of the Cordillera. Excitement rose. We had arrived on the weekend of a national holiday and the 

hostels were all full, including the one we had supposedly booked online. At journey‟s end we took a taxi to 

the fully booked hostel, where the owner had arranged for us to stay at another place similar to a B and B 

which had a spare room, „La Casa Maria‟. Our hosts for the next month apologised for not speaking English, 

while we also apologised for not speaking very much Spanish. 

The house was a traditional Spanish family house, occupied by Maria, the grandmother, her two daughters, 

Yanina and Blanca, and their respective husbands and all the grandchildren. The house was centred on a 

central courtyard with rooms leading off of it, including four guest rooms, two upstairs and two downstairs. A 

roof terrace provided views of the town and the mountains surrounding it. All around us were houses that 

looked partially finished which we later learnt was for tax avoidance purposes.  

That night on trying to find a supermarket, we ended up in the market. The sounds and smells assaulted you as 

you walked in: whole animals strung up, blood on the floor, dead guinea pigs on the table, live ones in 

bags… for now! Luckily we found a reassuringly western looking supermarket to get some food. 
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Acclimatisation – Saturday 30 th July- Sunday 31st July 

On Saturday Maria had made us breakfast, a form of flat bread with scrambled eggs, coffee, orange juice 

and a selection of teas. We were taking it easy today. Even staying in Huaraz would be good acclimatisation 

for the mountains at its altitude of 3000m. We scouted out the town to get supplies and to see what 

information could be gained about conditions in the mountains. The streets were busy with street vendors, 

electrical stores blaring out music and a stream of mototaxis and cars, the vast majority of which were taxis. 

We were taller than most of the inhabitants of Peru and stood out, Chris in particular.  

The city was an extraordinary mix of the 21st century with cars and mobile phone shops mixed in with 

traditionally dressed men and women selling locally grown produce on the side of the street. Finding 

information on the mountains was difficult not least due to our lack of conversational Spanish. We did 

however manage to find an English speaking guide from whom we gleaned some useful information on the 

necessity of snow stakes and registering to enter the National Parks to climb mountains without a guide. Back 

at Casa Maria we made tea and water; everything needed to be boiled.  

The plan for Sunday was to undertake an acclimatisation walk up to Laguna Charupa, a lake in the mountains 

at a height of 4485m. Maria had kindly prepared breakfast for us at 0600. We headed off to find a 

collectivo, a minibus used for local transportation, to take us up to Pitec at 3850m. The journey was an 

interesting one as we passed through the agricultural hillsides surrounding Huaraz. When we arrived we 

noticed the balding tyres on our transportation, a theme in Peru.  

Soon after we started the steady walk up to the lake, we were caught up by a National Park Ranger from 

who we bought National Park passes for a month. We continued easily up the dusty trail, a slight scramble 

around a waterfall led up to the lake. It was deep and blue, reflecting perfectly the mountain that stood at its 

head. I had a headache, probably due to not wearing any sunglasses on the way up, which is more important 

at altitude where the sun is stronger.  

A bite to eat and then we turned back, not wanting to miss the last collectivo. We carried on further down the 

trail to Llupa at about 3450m, coming across some locals trying to round up some of their horses on the way. 

A collectivo drive later, we arrived back at Casa Maria where we learned that Pablo (Yanina‟s husband), a 

mountain guide, was back, which helped enormously with trying to find out information on conditions in the 

mountains. 
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Technical Data: Laguna Churup 

Transport From Huaraz (3052m) Transport to Pitec (3885m) – collectivo 1hr 30mins 

Start Time ~9am From Pitec (3885m) 

Time Taken 1hr 40mins To Laguna Churup (4460m) 

Altitude gain (833)+575m Total Time ~4hrs to Llupaz (3450m) 

Route National Park Trail 

Weather Fine and dry all day 

Notes  Rested at Laguna Churup for ca. 30mins 

 

Sortie I - Ascent of the Ishinca 

The initial plan was to take a taxi to Pashpa and then trek in to the base camp for Ishinca on the Monday 

before attempting to climb Ishinca on Tuesday. After a planned rest day on Wednesday, the intention was 

then to head up to the base camp for Tocllaraju on Thursday, summit on Friday and head back to Ishinca base 

camp, before heading back to Huaraz on the Saturday. 

Monday 1st August 2011 

The previous night we had booked a taxi from Huaraz to the trailhead at Pashpa, courtesy of Alfredo. 

Yanina had also told us to „be careful‟. These were two words that we had become quite used to in our few 

days. When telling people we were going to be climbing without guides, there was a look of surprise on 

people‟s faces, almost always combined with the warning that it was very dangerous. Then we had to gain 

authorisation from the National Park office to climb without a guide; it was odd that an Austrian Alpine club 

card, which anyone can obtain, was enough to let us go.  

 

After a quick pressure-check on the taxis balding tyres we were soon on our way. Down the road, we got 

caught in a traffic jam of 10 cars or so due to a landslide. The driver seemed to think this was long; clearly 

he‟s never travelled on the M6 at rush hour! One collectivo driver was so impatient that he raced through 

between a tractor and a pick-up truck which were trying to clear the road. 
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Left: Walking in to the Ishinca basecamp. Right: Ishinca basecamp. 

Arriving slightly above Pashpa, at the arriero (mule driver) compound where the trail began, we were soon 

walking. We completed the trail fairly quickly, although I struggled on the last few km. I seemed to be having 

a few problems with the altitude, which did not bode well for the rest of the expedition. Arriving at the Base 

Camp (4385m) we were surprised at how developed it was, there was a Refugio (mountain hut) and some 

Peruvian women selling drinks and other commodities out of stalls erected from sticks and stone. We set up 

next to the river and gazed around at our beautiful surroundings. Dinner tonight was cup-a-soup and mash 

potato, which we had decided was the best lightweight meal after our trip to Chamonix. 

Technical Data: Ishinca Base Camp 

Transport From Huaraz (3052m) Transport to Cochapampa (3650m) – taxi 1hr 

Start Time 10.30am From Cochapampa (3650m) 

Time Taken 5hrs To Ishinca Base Camp (4385m, 11km) 

Altitude gain (598)+735m Total Time 5hrs 

Route National Park Trail 

Weather Fine and dry all day, cool after dark – around 0°C 

Notes  Good time – par inc. porters and donkeys 6hrs 

 

Tuesday 2nd August 2011 

We fell asleep in the oxygen-sparse air until 0100 when our alarm woke us. Porridge was for breakfast, as it 

would be for all of our expeditions. Team Focus began the walk up to Ishinca along a well-trodden path, one 

the arrieros (mule drivers) use to reach a higher camp. Walking, even at this height was tiring. I began to 
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stumble, not feeling very aware of my surroundings; after being questioned and made to try and walk in a 

straight line by Chris and Tom, we continued. Shortly afterwards it became clear that I could go no further as I 

started to get tunnel vision. We turned around after Tom had administered some dexamethasone and Diamox 

tablets to me. The best advice for acute mountain sickness (AMS) is to descend, where I quickly started feeling 

a lot better. While slightly demoralising, it was a good lesson in not trying to rush acclimatisation, while being 

reassured that we had undoubtedly made a good decision. 

Technical Data: Nevado Ishinca 

Start Time 2.15am From Ishinca Base Camp (4385m) 

Time Taken 1hr 15mins To 4650m en route – DNF 

Altitude gain 265m Total Time 2hrs to Ishinca Base Camp (4385m) 

Route South West Ridge (F) 

Weather Fine and dry, heavy cloud cover in early afternoon, cleared by nightfall 

Notes  Backed off owing to altitude sickness 

 

Wednesday 3 rd August 2011 

0200, and we groggily awoke for Round 2 before eating some sloppy porridge, which I supplemented with 

some more Diamox. Knowing the way with certainty, we soon passed our previous high point without 

experiencing any ill effects. We continued up, getting slightly lost amongst the large moraine ridges in the 

dark hours of the morning near the high climbers‟ camp. With this momentary setback we soon reached the 

edge of the glacier and geared up. Crampons strapped on and ice axes in hand, we set foot on the glacier. 

The crunch of snow under our feet a welcome sound, we had travelled 10,000km for this. Spikes of snow stuck 

up on the glacier: a strange phenomenon of nature.  
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Left: Chris tackling the technical step onto the summit block. Right Top: Nevado Ishinca in the early morning light. Right Lower: Suunto Altimeter 

confirming our summit.  

We continued upwards as a milky twilight began to dawn. Woomph! What was that noise? A hairline crack 

opened up. It was a heart in the mouth moment. Finally the sun started to appear, providing some welcome 

warmth and motivation as we made our way across the glacier around crevasses and seracs. With the Sun 

came breath taking views across the Cordillera. The altitude began to take its toll, each step twice as difficult 

as it would have been even 1000m lower.  

Chris especially seemed to be struggling at this point. We pushed on along the broad snowy ridge until the 

last obstacle, a step across the bergschrund onto a steep snow covered summit tower. Then we were at the 

summit, 5530m, from where we could stare down into the rainforests to our east, covered by a layer of cloud 

and across to the Cordillera Negra to our right. Ecstasy at summiting was definitely mixed with some relief 

about having finished the uphill slog. 
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Left: Roped up crossing the glacier after a successful summit. Right: Team Focus victory shot! – Our first 5000er! 

The summit down-climb was a little spicy before a quick romp down the glacier. Tom and I having headaches, 

we crammed snow into our bottles to try and melt it. We ate what remaining food we had before returning to 

Ishinca Base Camp.  

Once there, we rehydrated and slept during the day, trying to recuperate. A series of donkey trains passed 

our camp carrying huge gas bottles on their backs. It was amazing to think how light we were travelling in 

comparison to the guided parties. Our plan for the next day would be to head to a higher camp to attempt 

Tocllaraju (6034m). 

Technical Data: Nevado Ishinca 

Start Time 2am From Ishinca Base Camp (4385m) 

Time Taken 6hrs To Ishinca Summit (5530m) 

Altitude gain 1145m Total Time 8hrs 42mins to Ishinca Base Camp (4385m) 

Route South West Ridge (F) 

Weather Fine and dry, heavy cloud cover by nightfall, barometer stable at 602mbar 

Notes  Good time, Par 7hrs 

 

Thursday 4 th August 2011 

As we woke up this morning at a leisurely time we looked out to see Tocllaraju covered in clouds. After a 

discussion with some Argentinians about the likely conditions, we packed up the tent and began the walk up. 

Bad weather on this approach to the high camp wouldn‟t be critical providing there was clear weather for a 

summit attempt and not too much fresh snow on the ground.  
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As it started to drizzle, we met another climbing party who were coming down having summited that morning 

in a storm. We continued to ascend but it slowly began to dawn on us that the likelihood of a successful summit 

was low. We would get some acclimatisation by sleeping high, even if we didn‟t summit, but it would be 

pretty miserable.  

 

Left: Bad weather at the Ishinca Basecamp – time to leave. Right: Porters returning at the Cochapampa trailhead 

We decided to head back to Huaraz, hoping to save a day by going down straight away. When we reached 

Refugio Ishinca, I went in and managed to get one of the cooks to message for an earlier taxi than we had 

arranged, using some broken Spanish and some help from a guide. After this we walked back down to 

Pashpa. There we waited for a couple of hours amongst the chickens for a taxi.  

Eventually we had to phone up Alfredo again who was arranging the taxi for us before it finally arrived. We 

got back to Huaraz to find a group of Austrian climbers were back at Casa Maria. Using their local 

knowledge, we went to dinner with them at „El Horno‟ where we had steak and chips, before heading to a 

local bar. Somehow we managed to get into a game of giant Jenga, with the loser having to buy a round (for 

about a dozen people). Trying to run the trip on a budget, this would have been a large expenditure; 

thankfully a Canadian obliged and knocked down the tower.” 

Technical Data: Tocllaraju 

Start Time 10.30am From Ishinca Base Camp (4385m) 

Time Taken 1hr To 4500m en route - DNF 

Altitude gain 115m Total Time 3hrs 30mins to Cochapampa (3650m, 11km) 

Route National Park Trail 
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Transport From Cochapampa (3650m) Transport to Huaraz (3052m) – taxi 1hr 

Weather 100% low cloud cover and rain above 4000m, fine and clear lower, out of the range  

Notes  Bad weather located over Cordillera Blanca, fine out of range. Fast descent out of park 

 

Sortie II – Ascent of the Pisco and Chopicalqui 

Projected Itinerary 

 

 

We planned to make the approach to Pisco base camp on the Saturday, before attempting to summit Pisco 

the day after. The plan then allowed for some slack depending on conditions and how the team were feeling; 

during which time we would head over to Chopicalqui base camp, then up to the moraine camp before trying 

to summit Chopicalqui. 
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Journal Entry by Tom Skelhon 

Friday 5 th August 2011 

“After the previous evening‟s frivolities Team Focus were certainly feeling worse for wear. After convincing 

Maria to make breakfast that late morning (for which she was not happy) we stayed at Casa Maria for our 

first proper rest day. Around 3pm Chris, Tim and I emerged from the Casa and conducted the necessary 

shopping and baking for our next expedition. A chat with the Austrians and Pablo that evening convinced us 

that the best course of action would be to complete two more successive altitude summits, including one above 

the height of Alpamayo to ensure complete acclimatisation. The decision was taken to leave the next morning 

to maximise the time and current weather conditions, hence we packed that evening and headed to bed. 

Saturday 6 th August 2011 

After a swift breakfast, we left the Casa at 8.30am for the collectivo station that serves the northern towns 

towards Yungay. By 9am we found a dusty „car park‟ in the centre-north of the town packed full of Toyota 

Hiace minivans. The collectivos line up and as each one fills up, it departs moving onto the next one. We were 

quickly hustled into one along with our kit and before we knew it, the driver took off! Along the route locals 

flagged down the collectivo, upon which the battered minivan would screech to a halt on the road, bundle the 

person into a non-existent space, promptly followed by a cry of “vamos” by the „conductor‟ and away we 

flew! This is by far the most exciting and authentic method of travelling around the towns, and best of all 

exceptionally cheap. For the one hour journey to Yungay, including kit, we paid S/. 20 (£5) between us.  

 

Left: Our taxi + Senorita driver. Centre: Laguna Llanganuco. Right: Cebollapampa trailhead. 

After disembarking we jumped into a taxi immediately and began the one and a half hour dirt road ascent 

into the National Park, stopping at the checkpoint. Soon we were dropped off at Cebollapampa (3900m) 

(Onion-plain). Without stopping, Team Focus once again hoisted on the 25kg backpacks and began the 

trudge to Pisco basecamp (4650m). We made this ascent in the middle of the day in 2hrs 30mins (par 4 hrs), 

an indication that we were acclimatising and exploiting our youthful fitness! After erecting camp and the 
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obligatory cup of manzanilla tea we took a recce of the approach route. Being able to see the route you 

intend to take in the broad daylight, especially from a high vantage point significantly aids the route-finding 

on the actual ascent where the first few hours are often in pitch black.  

  

Left: Camp Focus at Pisco Basecamp with Nevado Huandoy in the background. Right: The team on ascent to basecamp with Pisco in the background 

The recce was a good call for we were camped just below a huge moraine ridge; the other side of the ridge 

the path then wound across 1km of broken moraine warzone! Only interspersed cairns indicated the way. 

Post-recce was of course dinnertime with the obligatory mash „n‟ soup. It was a quiet evening thanks to only 

one other party camping in the area. By 7pm, an hour after sunset we hit the sack in preparation for the 

ascent. Barely two hours later, I could not get to sleep and had difficulty breathing, a sign that I wasn‟t fully 

acclimatised to rest at that altitude. A full dose of diamox put paid to that!  

Technical Data: Pisco Meadow Basecamp 

Transport From Huaraz (3052m) Transport to Yungay (3100m) – collectivo 1hr 

Transport From Yungay (3100m) Transport to Cebollapampa (3900m) - taxi 1.5 hrs 

Start Time 12pm From Cebollapampa (3900m) 

Time Taken 2hr 30mins To Pisco Meadow Basecamp (4650m) 

Altitude gain (848)+750m Total Time 2hrs 30mins  

Route National Park Trail 

Weather Fine and Dry all day, moderate cloud cover in evening  

Notes  Good time, Par 2-3hrs with porters and donkeys 
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Sunday 7 th August 2011 

Seeing as we were becoming slick at our alpine starts, we had a lie in until 2am. However, still feeling groggy 

from the rapid ascent the day before (3000m – 4650m), we nearly abandoned the ascent until a quick peek 

outside the tent revealed a starlit sky and a line of headtorches inching their way up the moraine ridge; 

instant motivation. After some more porridge, we set off at 3am, following the route we had recce‟d the 

afternoon before, Tim, Chris and I made rapid progress across the moraine warzone and up the other side. 

Within a couple of hours we reached the glacier and had overtaken a party who started 30 minutes before 

us! 

 

Left: Chris leading the steep ramp on Pisco. Right Top: Early morning view of Artesonraju. Right Lower: Tim and Tom observing the Artesonraju. 

Once roped up we moved fast on the glacier. At this time the sun was beginning to rise, bathing the mountains 

in a rich golden glow. With the darkness lifting and our morale boosted we reached the Pisco-Huandoy col 

(5300m), which revealed a view of the North-Western sector of the Cordillera Blanca. Most prominent was 

Artesonaraju, said to bear a strong resemblance to the mountain featured in the Paramount Pictures logo. 

Bathed in the early light, it was a magnificent sight. Our route now took us due North, following the wide 
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snowy ridge towards the summit. It was at 5400m where Tim began to feel the altitude. Keeping a close eye 

on him to see how things developed, he took some diamox and dex and pressed on. Resting for long periods 

of time wasn‟t possible as fingers and toes became numb very quickly. A short technical section at 5500m 

provided some interest, with motivation provided by the team in front who we were catching up with. Within 

30 minutes we arrived at the flat plateau signalling the summit.  

 

360° Panoramic from Pisco summit depicting the centre of the Cordillera Blanca Massif 

The 360° panoramic view on a completely clear day was fantastic. After the obligatory pictures, hugs and 

chat with the dutch team who had also summited, it was time to return. With such clear conditions and plenty 

of snow, getting off the mountain before the snow bridges were weakened was a priority. Team focus left the 

summit and powered down the ridge, arriving at the glacier edge before the dutch on the skis they had taken 

up with them. In the process the map and compass slid from Tim‟s jacket at one point, which despite efforts of 

lowering Chris into a crevasse, had disappeared into the glacier!  

By 11.20am we had reached out base camp with a round trip time of 8hrs 30mins. At this point I thought it 

would be a good idea to sunbathe topless at 4650m in the midday sun for several hours. As the afternoon 

wore on, my entire chest and underarm quickly became bright pink! By this time, base camp was relatively 

busy, several parties with their armada of cooks, guides and porters set up forts around us, cooking up 

afternoon tea and delicious meals. Staring into my soup and mash, maybe there was something we were 

doing wrong here. A few hours later after warm liquid jelly, tired yet pleased from our efforts on the Pisco, 

we turned in for the night. 

 

Technical Data: 

Start Time 3am From Pisco Meadow Basecamp (4650m) 

Time Taken 5hrs 42mins To Pisco Summit (5730m) 

Altitude gain 1080m Total Time 8hrs 30mins return to Pisco Meadow Basecamp 

Route South West Ridge (F/PD) 

Weather Fine and dry all day, no cloud cover. 
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Notes  Remained high to sleep 

 

Monday 8 th August 2011 

A leisurely 7.30am start and my sunburn was extremely sore! Any movement was painful. Slowly we de-

pitched the tent waiting for the Austrian girls who we spoke to the night before to return from their ascent. 

However by 11.30am and no sign of our continental friends, we began the route to Cebollapampa. I was 

wearing the loosest piece of clothing, however with a 25kg rucksack shifting on your back, there is little that 

can be done to abate the soreness! To my surprise, within 30 minutes, one got used to the pain. Within one 

and a half hours we arrived at Cebollapampa and took a taxi across the valley to the Chopicalqui approach 

path.  

 

Left: Chopiqualqui basecamp with Pisco and Chacaraju in the background. Right: View of Chopiqualqui and Huascaran from the Pisco glacier edge. 

Thirty minutes from the roadside we reached a flat cleared meadow complete with a fresh stream, 

Chopicalqui basecamp! By 3pm, our camp was set up and the tea was ready. Whist sipping our brew and 

eating nuts Chris, Tim and I discussed the effort involved in high altitude mountaineering. We were all mildly 

de-pscyhed by the long walk-ins, days without snow or technical climbing and the constant battle against 

altitude. A hearty dinner with extra mash temporarily cured this psychological ailment before our 7pm 

bedtime drew near. 

Technical Data: Chopicalqui basecamp 

Start Time 11.30am From Pisco Meadow Basecamp (4650m) 

Time Taken 1hr 30mins To Cebollapampa (3900m) 
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Altitude gain -750+(400)m Total Time 2hrs 30mins  

Route National Park Trail 

Transport From Cebollapampa (3900m) Transport to Chopicalqui roadhead (4300m) – taxi 20mins 

Weather Fine and Dry all day 

Notes  Used taxi to speed up ascent to Chopicalqui basecamp, saving ca 3hrs walking 

 

Tuesday 9 th August 2011 

Another lazy start, we could get used to these! Highlight of the morning was a new brand of porridge, some 

illegible chocolate variant. Our mission today was to follow one of the moraine ridges leading from the 

basecamp to the moraine camp of Chopicalqui. The sunburn was still biting, but I had become used to the 

discomfort at this point.  

  

Left: Peru‟s highest mountain, Huascaran (6700m). Right: Chopiqualqui Moraine camp (5000m) 

The ascent to the basecamp took a rapid 2hrs 42mins, well under the 3-5hour guidebook time, maybe we 

were getting good at this! The camp at 5000m altitude was considerably cooler than the other camps, 

perched high on a shelf in the mountain overlooking the opposite side of the valley where we had been 

climbing a couple of days earlier. I spent much of the day sat in one place admiring the view. One downside 

however was that the packet of nuts reserved for afternoon tea had gone missing; a considerable 

psychological drain! We consoled ourselves with flapjack and oreos. Chris and I conducted a recce that would 

take us to the glacier edge where some tracks traced the route towards the col. Chopicalqui is a serious 

mountain, distinct in league from the likes of Pisco and Ishinca. We had an early dinner and bed by 6pm as a 

midnight start was in order! 
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Technical Data: Chopicalqui Moraine Camp 

Start Time 10am From Chopicalqui basecamp (4300m) 

Time Taken 2hr 30mins To Chopicalqui Moraine Camp (5000m) 

Altitude gain 700m Total Time 2hrs 30mins  

Route National Park Trail 

Weather Fine and Dry all day, moderate cloud cover in late afternoon /evening  

Notes  Good time, Par 3-5hrs with porters 

 

Wednesday 10 th August 

Midnight! The earliest alpine start any of us had ever experienced! No porridge this time, only cold flapjack 

and water. By 12.45am, and Tim nearly urinating on a German‟s tent, we began negotiating the rocky 

scramble towards the glacier edge. At 5100m, we roped up and Chris took the lead. Our route negotiated 

the deep crevasses winding upwards to the col. Bathed in the bright moonlight, with no wind, it was eerily 

tranquil.  

We passed an empty col camp where climbers usually stay to break the ascent into two days and gain more 

acclimatisation; it would have been a cold and desolate place to camp. We took a short technical section, a 

mere warm up to what lay in wait for us! On hitting the col, we were suddenly hit with a cold and savage 

wind, sandblasting us with spindrift. On such an exposed section, the ridgeline took the brunt of the bad 

weather.  

  

Left: First light on the route, heading up the ridge from the col. Right: Early morning view south of the Cordillera Blanca  
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The moon descended behind Huascaran plunging the route into darkness. The moonlit tranquillity of the first 

part of the ascent had turned into a horrendous wind ravaged slope in pitch darkness. By now, the tracks 

were hard to follow also having been blasted by the wind. Navigation relied on feeling the snowpack 

beneath our feet (it was harder and more compacted where people had walked before) and the presence of 

a tiny red flag every 100m.  

Soon I took over the lead, having been comfortable following Tim and Chris, now only the wash of my 

headtorch piercing the darkness now provided any relief. Short steep slopes met long shallow plods passing 

amazing natural wind carved snow architecture. By 5.15am we had almost broken the 6000m limit and were 

broken ourselves. It was still pitch black, Chris‟ toes were very cold due to doing his boots up too tight and we 

were all feeling the altitude. A decision was taken to shelter in our emergency bothy and wait for the sunrise. 

30 minutes later after having warmed up, caught our breath and consumed jelly babies, we emerged into the 

weak morning glow. The sun is an amazing source of vitality and energy, we then continued on the route with 

renewed vigour and motivation.  

 

 

Top: West to East panorama from the summit of Chopiqualqui, Hauscaran dominating the left side. Lower Left: Tim and Chris on the summit plateau. 

Lower Right: Altimeter confirming our successful summit. 
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The 45º snow slope rapidly steepened, including a 10m 80º section. We had heard about this „wall of snow‟ 

beforehand, but it succumbed easily, along with the slopes above. Climbing over a crest we thought it was all 

over, until a dome of snow rose into the distance, a fake summit! Tim at this point expressed a wish to turn 

around, but we had come too far not to climb the last few hundred metres of height gain to the summit.  

We pressed on slowly but surely until finally the summit plateau was beneath our feet! We had conquered 

the Chopicalqui, 6345m of technical snow climbing was ours in a fantastic time of 7hrs 19mins. In trying to 

gain some good summit footage I almost lost my camera case, saved only by a dive and then did lose one of 

my thin gloves to the gale force winds that tore across the tiny dais. As an experienced alpinist would say, 

summiting is only 1/3 of a mountain; the rest is in the descent, where over 80% of mountaineering accidents 

occur. In addition was had a date with the El Horno steak restaurant that very evening.  

With that we hot footed down the mountain, yet despite our rapid transit off the mountain, in the baking sun it 

felt like a long time – realising just how far we had climbed – over 1300m up and back down in one day. 

However at 11.30am we were back at the moraine basecamp, just less than an 11hr round trip! We rested 

here and struck camp, leaving at 1pm and route marched down the moraine pile, flying past the meadow 

camp and to the road head south of Cebollapampa. Luckily a taxi turned up after 5 minutes of us waiting as 

the driver had heard that a party might return that evening! Our gamble not to pre-book a taxi had paid off! 

An hour and a half later we arrived in Yungay, a further hour after that at 5.30pm we had made it back to 

Casa Maria. It was surreal to think that barely 9 hours earlier we were standing on the summit of one of 

Peru‟s highest mountains! That evening we celebrated with another Lomo y Frites at El Horno, followed by 

cake and coffee. No nightclubbing this time, we certainly needed some sleep! 

Technical Data: Nevado Chopicalqui 

Start Time 12am From Chopicalqui Moraine Camp (5000m) 

Time Taken 7hrs 19mins To Chopicalqui summit (6345m) 

Altitude gain 1345m Total Time 13hrs to Cebollapampa (3900m)  

Route South West Ridge (AD) 

Transport From Chopicalqui roadhead (4300m) Transport to Yungay (3100m) – taxi 1hr 45mins 

Transport From Yungay (3100m) Transport to Huaraz (3052m) – collectivo 1hr 
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Weather Fine and Dry to start, very windy on exposed sections, wind died down by 8am 

Notes  Used taxi to speed up ascent to Chopicalqui basecamp, saving ca 3hrs walking 

 

Sortie III – Ascent of Alpamayo 

Saturday 13th August. 

Saturday dawned as the preparation day for the Alpamayo expedition. This involved a lot of planning about 

what we wanted to do exactly, what gear to take, how far we would get each day, how much food to carry. 

More food was planned this time on the assumption that the benefit of extra calories would far outweigh the 

extra weight of carrying them. 

Where it had previously been thought we might try Alpamayo (5947m) and its neighbour Quitaraju (6025m) 

in the same expedition, after consulting Pablo and the Austrians on conditions, it sounded like Quitaraju would 

be a bad idea, so Alpamayo became the sole focus. 

Knowing by now all our favourite shops, we hunted down supplies before having a quiet rest day. 

Sunday 14th August 

An 8am colectivo was taken to Caraz followed by a taxi up to the village of Cashapampa (2800m) from 

where the route starts. Around the trail head, a number of large commercial groups were arriving and leaving 

as the first two days approach would coincide with the most popular trek in the Cordillera Blanca up the 

Santa Cruz valley. 

  

Left: Cramped conditions inside the colectivo. Right: Typical colectivo in relatively good condition! 
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Due to the extra equipment for the more technical climb and more food for a potential 7 days, the bags were 

bigger and heavier than on previous expeditions. Chris‟ in particular as it was thought his larger 65-litre 

rucksack would be needed. 

Following the advice of a local guide, we stopped at Llamacorral after about 5 hours walking up the valley 

as it was thought the original objective Jatuncocha would not be reached before nightfall. The walking had 

been gruelling, uphill with heavy bags, watching everyone else walk lightly with the donkeys carrying their 

loads. It had been decided to stick with the alpine style and go without any assistance such as donkeys; it was 

possible to have the donkeys only for a full 5 days of the expedition, which would have compromised 

flexibility and certainly cost. However, it became a countdown to the hourly rest, with plenty of will power 

required to keep walking through the discomfort from the straps of the bags. 

  

Both: On the Santa Cruz trail walking in to the base of Alpamayo. Right: Laguna Jatuncoccha 

Technical Data: Llamacorral Camp 

Transport From Huaraz (3052m) Transport to Caraz  (2290m) – Colectivo 1hr 40mins 

Transport From Caraz (2290m) Transport to Cashapampa (3000m) – taxi 45mins 

Start Time  From Cashapampa trail head (3000m) 

Time Taken  To Llamacorral Camp (3800m) 

Altitude gain (0)+800m Total Time  
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Route Santa Cruz Trail 

Weather Mostly clear and sunny, some clouds around the mountains 

 

Monday 15th August 

Another day of walking ahead, wake up time was about 8 am as it started to warm up. The plan was to try 

and make it all the way up to the moraine camp at 5000 m so that we could be well placed to try Alpamayo 

in the best weather we could find. 

After 5 hours walking, arriving at Alpamayo base camp at 2 pm, it was decided that we would stop there for 

the night as the walk had been tiring with the bags and the next camp was a further 3 hours away. We then 

proceeded to laze around in the afternoon sun, sorting out our equipment. By now, there were well 

established procedures for putting up the tent, getting out sleeping equipment and stashing the rest of the kit 

away.  

 

Left: Tim washing up at Alpamayo basecamp with the North face of Alpamayo clearly visible. Top Right: Looking back down onto the Santa Cruz 

valley. Lower Right: Following the old glacier bed to the basecamp, our first view of Alpamayo 
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While it is nice lying around in the sun, when weight is at a premium, items for purely entertainment purposes 

are an unaffordable luxury. Food is at a premium, being rationed to ensure it lasts the full duration of the 

expedition. With these factors in mind, some jelly powder had been bought, which was mixed up, then left to 

sit in a cold stream for a couple of hours by which time it had set nicely. Wasting some time eating and 

getting some valuable calories! 

Some good news was also received from some porters at the base camp who told us that there were no other 

groups on the mountain. This was a huge boost as we had thought that the route would be crowded, which 

increases the danger of ice fall from climbers above. 

Technical Data: Alpamayo basecamp (4300m) 

Start Time 11am From Llamacorral Camp (3800m) 

Time Taken 4 hours To Alpamayo basecamp (4300m) 

Altitude gain 500m Total Time 4 hours 

Route Santa Cruz Trail 

Weather Mostly clear and sunny, some clouds around the mountains 

 

Tuesday 16th August 

With only 3 hours of walking to do, a leisurely start was in order to rest up, ready for the climb the day after. 

In no rush, the start time got later as we waited for the sun to dry out the tent from the frost of the night. 

The walking was done at a relaxed pace; the bags gradually getting lighter as food and fuel got used up.  

The mountain and the original aim of the whole trip now felt very close, dauntingly so. The route still 

represented a challenge harder than any alpine route we had climbed at an altitude of nearly 6000m. 
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Top Left: Alpamayo Moraine camp looking over the glacier cirque. Lower Left: Glacier approach to Alpamayo visible from the Moraine camp. Right: 

Chris cooking the usual soup and mash fayre. 

 

Arriving at the moraine camp, another group was evident on their way up the glacier above, despite the 

assurances that we had received at base camp. This was a major blow as we had hoped that the mountain 

would be deserted. 

After setting up camp again on a flat rock platform, watching the other group continued all afternoon while 

eating peanuts and sultanas: Incredible foods for passing the time! The weather had also turned quite cloudy, 

not ideal climbing weather if it persisted into the evening. The other group were incredibly slow and then 

appeared to stop on the col at the top of the glacier considering what to do. Surprisingly, at around nightfall 

they turned round and started to descend. While hoping they were ok - they still seemed to be moving 

reasonably well - this now meant the mountain would be empty. A clear sky in the morning would be a sign to 

get up and go. Later that night we heard the other team arrive back at the moraine and set up camp not too 

far away. 
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Technical Data: Alpamayo Moraine camp (4900m) 

Start Time 11am From Alpamayo basecamp (4300m) 

Time Taken 3 hours To Alpamayo Moraine camp (4900m) 

Altitude gain 600m Total Time 3 hours 

Route Approach through moraine 

Weather Becoming cloudier as the day progressed. 

Notes   

 

 

Wednesday 17th August 

Allowing for reaching the bottom of the route at first light to get the best conditions of sun and firm snow 

involved leaving the tent at 2 am. Upon waking, Tom stuck his head outside the tent, gleefully announcing that 

it was a clear, starry sky and that it was on! Getting dressed and eating inside the tent to the soundtrack from 

On Her Majesty‟s Secret Service certainly provided sufficient psyche for the route. 

Having geared up, taking only 2 bags between the 3 of us to save weight, so the leader on the climb 

wouldn‟t need to carry a bag, a path was then found through the moraine to the glacier which Tom had 

scouted the previous evening. The well-trodden track winding across the glacier which had been followed by 

the team the previous evening then led to the col in about 3 hours, where the southwest face of Alpamayo and 

the intended route (the French Direct D/TD) came into view. The pictures cannot do justice to the scale and 

immensity of the mountains. 
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Left: Tom and Tim plodding towards the base of Alpamayo around 3am. Right: Tackling the bergschrund and onto the mountain proper. 

After a brief pause, the team continued to follow the track, losing a bit of height before heading across to the 

bottom of the awesome face. The line up the runnel looked incredibly steep as the team drew nearer, 

confidence only being gained from experience of things always looking steeper than they are and the huge 

amount of preparation which had been completed for this one day. 

As described by the Austrians, the first obstacle was the large bergshrund at the bottom of the face. 

Bypassing this involved heading further left before traversing back across to our runnel. It should be noted at 

this point that since this line was well travelled by guided groups, there are many belay stations in-situ, where 

guides have cut abalakov threads into the ice and placed snow stakes. As such this traverse above the 

bergshrund was protected by gear that we could just clip relatively quickly and easily. 

The first 100 m or so of the runnel consisted of steep snow slopes over which we moved together, led by Chris 

initially, using the snow stakes placed by the guided groups as protection. However, these were generally few 

and far between, leading to times when all 3 members of the team would only have 1 or possibly even no 

gear attached to the face. This required great confidence both in our own abilities as well as faith in the 

others to move solidly and surely on the snow. 
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Left: Moving together on the 60° snow runnel. Right: The obligatory early morning landscape photo. 

When the runnel started steepening, the snow began to be replaced by ice at which point the decision was 

made to change the mode of movement from moving together to pitching the route with Tom and Chris 

alternating leads; a slower but much safer and more confidence-inspiring method of climbing. We used the 

abalokov threads for belays backed up with ice screws. The conditions in the runnel were amazing! The snow 

was firm and solid, followed by aerated snow ice which was incredibly strong while allowing for good axe 

and crampon placements. The ice also gave way to snow at the side of the runnels allowing slightly easier 

going in places, while allowing for the protection that the ice allowed in the form of ice screws. 

While the climbing was enjoyable, axe (thud) axe (thud) crampon (thud) crampon (thud), there comes a time 

when all that we wanted was to reach the summit. The runnel was deceiving, the continuous width made it look 

as though it would be tapering to a finish, while in reality it continued at the same width. Chris was convinced 

there were about 2 rope lengths to the summit from the view at one point, when in reality there were nearer 6 

pitches! A demoralising effect. 
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Left: Tom leading an ice pitch as the gradient steepens. R 

By this time the cloud had closed in after the brief period of clear sky at first light; apart from the odd 

window through the clouds, it appeared the rest of the climb would be completed in the cloud.  

Nearer the top, the ice became even harder, so that the crampons and axes couldn‟t make any impression at 

all in some places. A Soreen malt loaf had been saved from the rations all trip with the intention of eating it 

on the summit of Alpamayo. Finally on one pitch Tom had disappeared out of sight and as Tim and Chris 

started climbing up to join him the call came down of “get the Soreen out!”. Chris and Tim moved quickly up 

the last 10 m to find Tom sat on the 5 m wide summit ridge with nowhere higher to go save the true summit just 

behind and to the side of him. 

In the true British way, as we‟d become accustomed to do, handshakes went around, before food was brought 

out, most notably the malt loaf! While it felt incredible to have finally made it, to be stood on the summit after 

a never ending climb in defiance of all the concerned looks that had been expressed at our plan, we were all 

aware that getting down still presented challenges. 
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Left: Tom standing on the summit of Alpamayo (5947m). Right: Team Focus slice up the victory Soreen on the summit. 

 

After celebrating and sorting the ropes out, we began the laborious process of abseiling back down the way 

we had just ascended. The process was to back up the gear in the snow and ice with some of our own gear, 

Tom then went down first („the canary‟) followed by Tim and then Chris who took our own gear with him after 

having witnessed the strength of the in-situ gear as Tom and Tim abseiled. About 10 abseils or so; the ropes 

got tangled once before Chris established a good system of pulling them from one abseil to the next.  

Finally, to our huge relief, an abseil took us over the edge of the snow slopes beyond which we then had to 

hop the gaping bergshrund to land on the glacier below. An incredible feeling of what feels like solid ground 

beneath your feet after having been on a climb for 10 hours.  Immense relief, followed by the next thought 

that it wasn‟t over yet, we still had to get back to the tent. 
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Left: Tim rappelling down the many pitches of the face. Top Right: Just after return to moraine camp after 14hrs 30mins on the route. Lower Right: Chris 

looking over the Southern Cordillera Blanca from the moraine camp as the light fades. 

 

 

As the distance and height to the edge of the glacier and the moraine where we had camped dropped, the 

feeling of success and relief (possibly in equal measures) became stronger and stronger. Finally taking the 

crampons and the ropes off on the edge of the glacier at about 2 pm felt like the end. We had done it. 

Having originally thought that we may head down to a lower camp that afternoon, we quickly abandoned 

that idea as we were all shattered. The afternoon was then spent recovering, reliving the route and eating the 

spare food we had brought in case we needed another day to get the best weather. 
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The money shot, Team Focus returning from a successful ascent of the ‘World’s Most Beautiful Mountain’ – Alpamayo (5947m). 

 

Technical Data: Nevado Alpamayo (5947m) 

Start Time 2am From Alpamayo Moraine camp (4900m) 

Time Taken 11 hours To Alpamayo summit (5947m) 

Altitude gain 1047m- Total Time 14.5 hours 

Route French Direct D/TD 

Weather Clear then turning cloudy  

Notes  Slightly longer than guidebook time owing to climbing as a 3 and weather 

conditions 
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Thursday 18th August 

Getting up to a cloudy sky again, we decided that we had been lucky as it appeared the end of the season 

was close and the weather had started to deteriorate from the renowned clear blue skies. Packing up, we 

started the descent, which felt leisurely now, not only were the bags significantly lighter again, but we were 

also on the way home. 

We continued steadily all day, reaching Llamacorral at 4 pm, and setting up camp for the night, our last one 

before civilisation. On the way we spoke to a few people who asked what we‟d been doing, the answer of 

Alpamayo always seemed to bring praise. Being so near the end, we spent the afternoon eating a lot of the 

food we had left. It felt good to be down and safer than it had felt for quite a while. The mountain had been 

conquered.  

Friday 19th August 

After a good sleep (generally sleeping in the mountains is a 12 hour affair as it gets cold once it goes dark, 

so you almost sleep whenever the sun isn‟t up) we struck camp before making a swift descent to Cashapampa 

for about 11 am, with the intention of being back in Huaraz for a proper rest and huge amounts of food as 

quickly as possible. 

 

Left: Walking out through the Santa Cruz valley. Right: Tom in the boot of the taxi from Cashapampa! 

 

We struck lucky in that there was a taxi waiting, looking as though it had just dropped some people off. To sit 

down, even in the back of a taxi, was a luxury. A colectivo journey from Caras to Huaraz and a little walk 

across town and we finally collapsed back into the Casa Maria to be welcomed by the family. 
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Sleeping in a real bed that night felt amazing, especially after having completed a main objective. The only 

thing now was whether Tim and Chris could convince Tom that was enough among the big peaks, or whether 

he would be able to convince them to try Artesonaraju! 

 

The Final Week 

Saturday 20 th August 

Saturday was spent relaxing and wandering around town; the desire to be out in the mountains entirely sated 

for the moment. In the evening we met up with a friend from the university, Cap (Capucine Madern), who was 

travelling around South America, before heading out to Incafest, a mountain film festival which was 

happening in the town. Although a bit late to provide us with more psyche for our own climbs, climbing films 

always provide inspiration for further trips. In this case, one of the main films we watched covered an 

expedition to Everest.  

We also tried some of the food from various street vendors, having abstained to try and avoid getting ill up 

until this point. 

Sunday 21st August 

Having completed the main mountaineering aim of the project, it now seemed appropriate to experience 

some of the culture of Peru. We had lunch at a local restaurant to try the national dishes cebiche (raw fish 

marinated in citrus juices with chilli) and cuy (guinea pig). An interesting experience. The rest of the day was 

spent preparing for our climbing trip over the next 2 days to Hatun Machay. 
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Left: Chris tucking into a plate of Cebiche. Top Right: Cuy (guinea pig) served on boiled potatoes and chilli sauce. Lower Right: VW beetle in 

Huaraz 

Monday 22nd August 

Hatun Machay had a reputation for being Peru‟s premier sport climbing venue, which we had read about 

before leaving England. The four of us (now including Cap) took a taxi up to the refuge which had been built 

to allow easy access to the climbing, before setting up our tents. 

Described as a „rock forest‟, the features of the rock are unlike anything any of us had ever seen before. 

Pillars rise up to 30m in incredible shapes. It is hard to understand how it formed as it appears to be some 

kind of volcanic rock with features that look like they were eroded by the sea; but the area lies at a height of 

4200m.  

We stuck near the edge trying a variety of routes, Tom and Chris weren‟t overwhelmed by the quality of the 

climbing, Tim thought it was amazing.  
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Left: Chris makes the most of the rock climbing as the sun sets. Top Right: Tom on a 6b+ sport route. Lower Right: Typical rock formations that form the 

„forest of rocks‟. 

Tuesday 23 rd August 

On the advice from a fellow climber over dinner the night before, we tried some of the more classic climbs. 

`Welcome to Huaraz` (6b+) in particular climbed a stunning crack line, before leaving the established 

climbing areas on the edge of the „forest‟ to wander among the rocks.  

It is an amazingly free and tranquil place, feeling almost untouched by people. The „forest‟ spreads for miles; 

climbing was almost entirely neglected in the afternoon as we wandered around admiring the incredible 

architecture. 

 

Wednesday 24 th August 

Today we visited some Recuay ruins nearby called Wilkawain, the most impressive part of which was a huge 

burial chamber for the elite classes. The chamber predates the Inca civilisation, with estimates of it being built 

around 1100AD. 
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Left: Wilkawain burial chamber. Right: Local farmer driving mules at Wilkawain 

Thursday 25 th August 

Preparation for the following days climb. 

 

Friday 26 th August 

We‟d decided to do a multi-pitch rock climb on the wall above Laguna Antacocha near Huaraz. Climbing as 

2 pairs, Tom climbing with Cap and Tim with Chris, we moved easily up a really good quality, fully bolted, 4 

pitch climb. Eventually sitting on top of the mountain and watching some sort of party which seemed to be 

happening by the side of the Laguna below. 

 

Saturday 27 th August 

Saturday was spent souvenir shopping before we cooked a meal of spaghetti bolognaise as a thank you to 

the entire family. Garlic bread in particular seemed extraordinarily popular! 
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Left: Traditional Peruvian starter, potatoes and boiled egg in milk sauce. Right: Dinnertime at Casa Maria. 

Sunday 28 th August 

Time to go home; a coach journey back to Lima before another night in the airport. 

 

Monday 29 th August – Wednesday 31st August 

After a morning flight from Lima to Miami, our next connection to Chicago was delayed due to the after 

effects of Hurricane Irene. This meant that we missed our connecting flight from Chicago to London resulting in 

a 24 hour stopover in Chicago. It could have been worse, when we first landed in Chicago on Monday night 

we were told we weren‟t booked on a flight until Friday morning! But persistence paid off and we managed 

to get on a flight leaving Chicago on the Tuesday evening, to finally arrive home. 
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ANALYSIS 

Personal Development 

From the initial conception of the project through till its final completion, it can be noted from the accounts that 

the team has overcome a number of obstacles. Having not climbed together as a unit of 3 before the trip to 

Chamonix, to completing an Alpine route of a greater difficulty than any of the members had climbed before, 

has been demonstrated to be a steep learning curve requiring a lot of commitment. 

In terms of personal climbing abilities, it has already been noted that the French Direct D/TD was the hardest 

Alpine route any of the members had ever completed. This shows the increased confidence and abilities that 

were gained through the Alpine and Andean seasons. Experience of that kind is difficult to obtain within the 

United Kingdom; while Scotland provides for hard technical snow and ice climbing, the skills of confidence on 

snow, glacier travel, moving together as a 3 and moving quickly and surely can only be developed in these 

larger environments. The Chere Couloir in the Alps provided a good basis for the expedition to Peru, being of 

a slightly easier grade than the final route, but providing climbing very similar to the French Direct on 

Alpamayo. The ease with which the team completed this route, the ice climbing and all of the rope work 

provided a firm foundation for the team‟s ascent of Alpamayo. 

Aside from the climbing, the experience has proved very demanding on the character of the team members 

as well. To defy mass concern about the wisdom of the undertaking climbing Alpamayo, from almost everyone 

that offered an opinion, demonstrates the strength of character that has developed and the confidence in the 

team‟s own abilities and each others‟. Not only to prove what can be done, but to complete all the objectives 

in fine style without a serious mishap all summer is a great achievement. Having the strength to know when to 

turn back, as demonstrated by the first attempt on Ishinca, is a vital skill to a mountaineer. This skill, the team 

hopes, will allow for many more adventures for years to come. 

 

Wider effects 

It is hoped that the project will have reached a significant number more people than just the team members. 

One aim of the project was to inspire confidence and motivation in other individuals. A great many people 

from Warwick University Climbing Club for example, have expressed wishes to try Alpine style climbing, but 

it is not an easy activity to take up living somewhere like the Midlands of England. It is hoped that the pictures 

shown and the stories told will demonstrate what can be achieved, and provide the motivation to attempt it.  

This aim was further promoted in the presentation on Thursday 24th November to members of Warwick 

University Climbing Club, Warwick Mountains and any other interested parties, totalling some 50 people. 
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Everyone seemed to have enjoyed it and a number of people were keenly asking questions about how to get 

into Alpinism after the lecture. A show of hands demonstrated about 20 people would be keen on Tom‟s idea 

of running a further session to provide details and support for getting into Alpinism. 

 

REFLECTIONS ON THE TRIP 

Tim‟s reflection 

Its been a few months now since Peru and Team Focus separated. Its odd to think of it. I look back and I smile 

at the time I had in Peru. Life was simple. Wake up. Walk. Cook. Sleep. We would do this until the route was 

complete and then turn to a new objective. Tom, Chris and I had spent a lot of time together. We were 

separated by at most a rope length for most of 6 weeks. Of course there were arguments but I think we have 

come out of it all as stronger individuals. It is hard to explain the relationship of a climbing partner, I think it is 

as close as one can come in peace time to a brother in arms. You go through a lot together, some of it not all 

that pleasant.  

In mountaineering terms, if you had told me a year ago that I would climb a high altitude route of this 

difficulty I don‟t think I would have believed you. We trained hard in the Alps, which put us in good stead but 

it was still a physical and mental battle. What really took its toll were the walk-ins. We continually had to 

stop short in the Andes of what we would in the Alps just to prevent AMS. A lot of time was spent sitting 

around with nothing to do, which is more difficult to deal with day after day than it sounds. When the Sun 

goes down it gets cold and you‟re in bed early.  

As for Peru. I miss it. People always seem to had time. Life was slow. But then again, waiting for the water to 

boil for a drink wasn‟t fun. I think we all felt part of the family at „Casa Maria‟ by the time we left, such was 

their hospitality. But the bustle of the streets, the smell, stray dogs running around, colectivos; I can‟t fully 

explain what I miss about Pere but I do. Or maybe I just miss the feeling of being an explorer. The adventure. 

 

Chris‟ reflection 

Looking over the photos to write the report, I‟m still shocked by what we‟ve achieved. To go somewhere like 

the Andes, without any guides and climb 4 summits over 5500m is something I am immensely proud of. There 

is still the question of what would have happened if something had gone wrong, which I‟ve been asked quite a 

few times. Luckily this wasn‟t the case all summer in the Alps and Peru as I believe we made some good 
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decisions; I‟d like to think that we‟ve acquired the necessary experience and capabilities to be almost entirely 

self-sufficient within the mountains. 

There were definitely times when I think we all asked ourselves what we were doing there; some things are 

definitely more fun in retrospect. I can‟t decide if I would be keen to take on even higher and harder summits, 

they are draining both physically and mentally. What the trip has reinforced though is why I love climbing; 

seeing a part of the world few do, the incredible settings for the physical and mental challenge and the 

people you meet. I will certainly continue pushing myself within the doctrine of mountaineering, looking for the 

next goal. 

To attempt to do something when everyone you talk to suddenly looks concerned requires a huge amount of 

motivation and belief, a great deal of which I believe we have Tom to thank for. Also thankfully, Tim 

balanced this perfectly with a more cautious approach and a peculiar enjoyment of misery when things 

weren‟t looking so good. The guys you climb with are crucial to success, enjoyment and safety; in this case, a 

very balanced and successful team.  

Tom‟s Reflection 

Put simply, extreme altitude climbing is difficult. It doesn‟t have to be technically challenging, or frightening, 

but the distances involved and the effects of altitude sap your physical strength along with your morale and 

motivation. The hardest part is continuing, placing one step in front of another, in the dark, in the cold. No-one 

truly knows „the middle of nowhere‟ until they‟ve set foot in the greater ranges. There are no comforts, there is 

no rescue, it is literally down to you and your team to persevere. This is exactly why I love extreme altitude 

climbing, the ultimate mental and physical test as a team to conquer the mountain in the face of considerable 

risk and failure. In such circumstances the relationship between the team becomes very close; there is no 

façade or agenda of an individual team member. Raw emotions are exposed to all, you see a person for 

what they truly are. I believe we worked as a fantastic team, together we celebrated the elation of successes 

and the lows of hardships and failures, above all, we came home together – victorious. 

What we set out to achieve was certainly ambitious. It pushed all of us to an extreme that we had never 

experienced before. However at the time, once we deliberated and made a plan, we were committed. The 

doubt that clouds your mind is forced out when on an ascent. So much so that it‟s not a case of if but when we 

reach the summit. As such, only on reflection can I truly appreciate what we achieved was overwhelming. 

However, I‟m a person who looks forward, and after conquering this challenge, it has given me the confidence 

and motivation to strive higher. 
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CONCLUSION 

Our overall goal was to summit Alpamayo, which we achieved on Wednesday 17th August 2011. However 

this represented more than a simple climb in terms of the aims of this project; it also demonstrated that 

students having attended Warwick University can, using the available knowledge and facilities, climb a 

technical, extreme altitude peak. 

Secondly, we didn‟t use any porters, donkeys or guides on our excursions. We believe this to be a major 

accomplishment since it demonstrates self-reliance in the mountains is achievable without the use of guides, 

even in the Greater Ranges. Another important aspect is the opportunities this provides those wishing to climb 

mountains on a budget. The full financial expenditure can be found in Appendix C, leading to team 

expenditure of nearly £1900 over the summer between the three of us in the Alps and Peru. This £1900 does 

not include the flights which were £902 each and as such were essentially covered by the grant money from 

the Lord Rootes Memorial Fund of £2700. Also included are Tim‟s personal expenses of some £946 on items 

such as equipment, transport and vaccines. While trying to travel on a budget, this still illustrates that 

mountaineering is not a cheap activity. 

As part of this project we wanted to inspire others to take on challenges of their own, as such it is not an easily 

quantifiable goal. However, the attendance and enthusiasm at the presentation that was given to member s of 

the climbing and mountaineering clubs provides hope that this has been achieved at least to some degree. 

The exploration of the extent of climbing available in the Cordillera Blanca was conducted on our trip, and 

found to be vast. The dispersal of the information gained from the trip will be a continuing commitment for the 

team and is initiated by this document and continued in the aforementioned presentation. (It should be noted 

here that Tim has been invited to give a talk on the expedition to an OAP society in Lancashire.) 

Furthermore we have demonstrated that we can survive and flourish in the remote places of this world, away 

from professional rescue services and other sources of aid. This was not an aim of our project directly, but in 

this age of comfort and technology, it shows that people are capable of being self-reliant.  

.   
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APPENDICES 

Appendix A: Timetable/Summary 

Date Activity Gained by foot per day 

Distance (km) Height (m) 

Fri 1st July Bus to Chamonix and then Argentière ~0 0 

Sat 2nd July Walk to Albert Premiere hut on Tour Glacier 4.5 1302 

Sun 3rd July Migot Spur (D) 6 1122 

Mon 4th July Roc de Tableau (PD) Down to Argentière 9 842 

Tuesy 5th July Argentière to L‟Index bivi station. 4 1285 

Wed 6th July Aiguille de la Perseverance (D-) Down to Argentière 6 516 

Thurs 7th July Rest Day ~0 0 

Fri 8th July Argentière to bivi at Argentière Glacier 5.5 798 

Sat 9th July Return to valley camp.  6.5 0 

Sun 10th July Up to Col du Midi. Cosmiques Arête. 1.5 210 

Mon 11th July Cherie Couloir (D), Mt. Blanc du Tacul 

Tom and Chris to Col de la Fourche Bivi 

3 

5 

716 

131 

Tues 12th July Kuffner Route (TD), return to valley. 5 599 

Wed 13th July Rest Day ~0 0 

Thurs14th July Walk to bivi on the Chamonix Aiguilles 3 1479 

Fri 15th July  Grand Charmoz Traverse (AD) Or something around 
there. 

3 ~900 

Sat 16th July Nabot Leon (IV) , Midnight Express Burger. Bus to 
England. 

4 700 

Sun 17th July Arrive back in London. ~0 0 

    

Wed 27th July Travel to airport. Fly to Miami. ~0 0 

Thurs 28th July Fly to Lima. ~0 0 

Fri 29th July Coach to Huaraz. ~0 0 

Sat 30th July Look around city. Get food. Find information. ~0 0 
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Sun 31st July Acclimitisation trek to Laguna Charupa. 3 600 

Mon1st August Transport to Pashpa. Trek to Ishinca base camp. 11 880 

Tues 2nd August First attempt on Ishinca ~800 200 

Wed 3rd August Summit Ishinca 8 1145 

Thurs 4th August Attempt to move BC to high camp. Return to Huaraz. 11 ~150 

Fri 5th August Rest day. ~0 0 

Sat 6th August Travel to Yungay. Trek to Pisco BC 3 750 

Sun 7th August Summit Pisco 4 1152 

Mon 8th August Move to Chopicalqui BC 4 ~100 

Tues 9th August Move to Chopicalqui High Camp 3 70 

Wed 10th August Summit Chopicalqui. Return to Huaraz. 9 1345 

Thurs 11th August Rest day. Austrian dinner. ~0 0 

Fri 12th August Rest day. Recover from hangover. ~0 0 

Sat 13th August Gathered supplies. ~0 0 

Sun 14th August Travel to Cashapampa. Trek to camp at Llamacorral 11 1000 

Mon 15th August Llamacorral to Alpamayo BC. 11 500 

Tues 16th August Alpamayo BC to Alpamayo Moraine Camp 3 600 

Wed 17th August Summit Alpamayo. 2 1047 

Thurs 18th August Moraine camp to Llamacoral 13 0 

Fri 19th August Walk down to Cashapampa. Return to Huaraz. 11 0 

Sat 20th August Lomo saltado for breakfast. ~0 0 

Sun 21st August La Colina for lunch. Tried national dishes. ~0 0 

Mon 22nd August Travel to Hatun Machay. Climb some sport routes. ~0 100 

Tues 23rd August More climbing at Hatun Machay. Return to Huaraz. ~0 0 

Wed 24th August Visit Wilka Wein ruins. ~0 0 

Thurs 25th August Gathered route information. Collected supplies. ~0 0 

Fri 26th August Day climbing trip to Antococha ~0 200 

Sat 27th August Souvenir shopping. ~0 0 
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Sun 28th August Coach back to Lima ~0 0 

Mon 29st August Fly to Miami, then Chicago. Got stuck in Chicago. ~0 0 

Tues 30th August Argue our way onto evening flight. ~0 0 

Wed 31st August Return to blighty. ~0 0 

 Total 173.8km 21,069m 

Appendix B: Kit List  

Personal   Communal 

- Prusiks - Clothing - 2x 50m Ropes 

- Harness - Hats/gloves - 1-10 nuts 

- Belay - Sun glasses - Half set cams 

- Rock boots/chalk - Sun cream - All ice screws 

- Long ice screw - Lip balm with spf - All slings 

- Screw gates - First aid kit - Set of hexes 

- 120cm sling - Compass - Mountain Hardwear Trango 2 tent 

- Helmet - Maps - MSR Whisperlite/Pots 

- Bivi bag - Camera - File 

- Spork - Duck tape - Abseil tat 

- Knife - Water bottle - Guide books 

- Sleeping bag/mat - Passport - Handheld gps 

- Spring leashes - Insurance - Soreen 

- Axes - Torches - Jelly babies 

- Boots - Sun hat   

- Crampons  -Vaccination certificates   
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Appendix C: Team Financial  Expenditure and an example of personal 

expenditure. 

Alps     

Date Item Expenditure  

02-Jul Food 18.38 Note: Alps trip entries in EURO 

04-Jul Food 12.78   

05-Jul Food 19.16   

06-Jul Food 38.30   

08-Jul Food 6.00   

09-Jul Camping 157.50   

 Food 24.57   

10-Jul Food 43.61   

12-Jul Food 26.42   

14-Jul Food 87.67   

16-Jul Camping 14.19   

17-Jul Food 26.20   

  0.00   

Money in 
Soles 

Totals 474.78 EURO  

 Conversion to GBP 414.48 Conversion to GBP 

     

Peru     

27-Jul Food 297.20 Note: Peru trip entries in Soles 

 Bus 120.00   

29-Jul Taxis 10.00   

 Pizzas 50.00   

30-Jul Food 118.00   

31-Jul Pass, collectivo, 
dinner, taxi etc 

113.00   

01-Aug Hostal Casa Maria 170.00   

11-Aug MASS UPDATE OF ALL 
EXPENSE 

1381.00 This referred to items bought and 
restaurants for which the individual items 
are unsure 

11-Aug Beer/Liquer etc 73.00   

12-Aug Lunch 17.00   

 food 18.00   

 Pizza 30.00   

13-Aug Veg 9.50   

 Other food 32.69   

 Butter 15.60   
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 Bread 5.00   

 Biscuit Land 17.00   

 Food (Credit Card) 58.00   

14-Aug Collectivo/Taxi 70.00   

19-Aug Collectivo/Taxi 54.00   

 Lunch 29.50   

 Cake 7.50   

 Dinner 128.00   

 Kebabs 2.00   

20-Aug Food 11.00   

 Jumpers 120.00   

 Biscuit 16.50   

 Cake 7.50   

 Dinner 90.00   

 Drinks 80.00   

21-Aug Breakfast 8.00   

 Lunch 100.00   

 Exped Food 47.00   

 Ice cream 6.00   

 Collectivo/Taxi 2.00   

 Tent/Gmat 12.00   

23-Aug Accommodation 
(Hatunmachay) 

80.00   

 Beers 24.00   

 Taxi 80.00   

 Dinner 107.00   

 Pudding 57.00   

24-Aug Taxi 20.00   

 Ice Cream 6.00   

 Caps Top 40.00   

 Collectivo 4.00   

 Laundry 30.00   

 Museum Entry 12.00   

 Food 37.00   

 Cake/Lunch  17.00   

 Internet/Sublimes 7.00   

 Drinks 92.00   

25-Aug Potatoes 2.70   

 Juice 3.00   

 Bread 1.00   

 Bus 18.00   

 Accommodation  965.00   

 Pizza 46.00  
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 Bread 3.00  

 Food 17.00  

 Biscuit Land 41.00  

 Beers 15.00  

26-Aug Taxi 50.00  

 Collectico 12.00  

 El Horno 110.00  

 Crepes 50.00  

 13 Buhos 122.00  

 Cocoa 20.00  

27-Aug Food 76.70  

 Cake 5.80  

 Tomatoes 1.30  

28-Aug Taxi 35.00  

 Pizza 50.00  

 Totals 5583.49  

 Total in GBP 1465.48 (Converted from S/. To GBP using 
3.81) 

Overall Team Expenditure £ 1879.97  

 

Tim Slater Personal Expenditure 

Down Jacket £130 

Boots  £225 

Ice axe leashes £15 

Luugage bag £50 

Travel padlock £6 

Thermals £50 

Map £10 

Coach to Chamonix £98 

Lifts £50 

Yellow fever vaccine £55 

Rabies vaccine £125 

Ground Mat  £10 

Travel to Victoria Bus Station £20 

More gloves £15 

Insurance £87 

  

Total £946 

 


